
 

 

 
 
    Installation Instructions 
 
1.  Affix the template on the wall in desired location using attached Post-it notes. 
 
2.  Reposition if necessary to level and center. If no level is available, measure from floor to bottom corners. 
 
3.  Place aluminum cleat on the template, align the holes with template circles. 
      The angled top of the cleat faces away from the wall. 
 
4.  Using a Robertson screwdriver, drive in center screw with steady pressure until just snug. Continue installing   
      remaining screws, make sure to keep cleat aligned with template. 
 
5.  Remove template by tearing towards cleat corners, leave piece behind cleat. Save Post-it notes for step 6. 
 
6.  Place panel on wall, with top approximately 5cm/2” above wall cleat. Slowly lower until cleats engage. Adjust left or right  
     to desired position. Place one Post-it note aligned with panel edge on either side. 
 
7.  Remove panel from wall. Remove thin plastic liners from round 3M Dual Lock fasteners, located  
      on back bottom corners.     
 
8.  Reinstall panel on wall using Post-it notes to guide you. Keep the bottom of panel slightly away from wall as   

     you lower it until the cleats engage. Allow bottom of panel to touch wall, apply pressure on front of panel              
     at 3M Dual Lock locations. (Panel can be removed by prying outward at bottom corners) 
 
9.  Install pockets onto panel to accommodate your needs. Use pocket panel until you are satisfied with layout. 
      If desired the pockets can then be fixed to the panel. Remove one pocket at a time, and then remove the thin 
      plastic liner from the Velcro fastener, located on the back of pocket. Reinstall the pocket keeping the  
      bottom slightly away from panel until pocket hooks are fully engaged, then apply pressure towards panel. 
 
10.  Installing multi panels is easy! 
       Start with the bottom panel(s) and work your way up. Install the pockets after all panels are installed. Follow our  
     instructions above to install the first panel, then use the template tabs to give you the offset on your remaining  
       panels.  Align outer edge of tabs with the edge of installed panel at your desired location (above, left or right),  
     affix with Post-It notes. Then repeat the same procedure for all remaining panels. 

                              
       Happy Organizing! 
 
 
Caution:   Do not hang in areas where injury might occur if mounted object fell. 

                    This product has a permanent adhesive and may cause damage if removed. 
                    Maximum weight: 6.8kg/15lbs  
                    Designed for indoor use only. 


